The worked examples pedagogy guides students through assessments of real-world examples of weather phenomena to demonstrate and improve understanding of key atmospheric dynamics concepts.

The atmospheric dynamics course represents, for many, a challenging hurdle within the meteorology undergraduate major curriculum. The course presents difficulties for students for a number of reasons, including demanding prerequisites in calculus and physics, as well as the counterintuitive nature of dynamical concepts (Persson 2010). Furthermore, the traditional approach to teaching atmospheric dynamics lies in a series of equation derivations, emphasizing the mathematical and physical theory of a concept before getting to any tangible observations or applications. This approach is in stark contrast to meteorology students’ preferred learning style, as exemplified by the following student quotes from Roebber (2005):

We did equations all the time, derivations constantly, so we would think about why we were doing this. Spent five days doing a derivation, all math all the time, and wondering why were we doing that?

Another student further elaborated:

We’re taught equation one and then equation two... we’re just told this is equation one and this is equation two, derived from one. Do you understand? And that’s it. Some teachers directly relate theory and general application and some absolutely don’t and from my perspective, that makes it very difficult. But this is meteorology: it always has a direct application to the weather. Our field is obvious, visual, everyday scenarios, and for that reason, I think that every single thing you talk about has a direct connection.
Indeed, as many studies have shown, it is not just meteorology students, but novice (or inexperienced) learners who more broadly rely on and heavily prefer learning through examples and applications of content (e.g., Cooper and Sweller 1987; Anderson et al. 1997; Atkinson et al. 2000; Roebber 2005).

Additional challenges come into play when instructors ask students to perform complex tasks or learn multifaceted topics that require a blending of multiple skills or ideas; derivation of a dynamical equation, for example, entails the application of various algebraic and calculus concepts, as well as keen knowledge of the relevant physics and underlying meteorological phenomenon. While experts (i.e., instructors) have little difficulty demonstrating and combining such skills, when it comes to performing on their own, students can become easily overwhelmed, not knowing where to start, focusing on irrelevant details, or getting tripped up on small steps of the task (e.g., Ward and Sweller 1990). This excessive mental effort can result in students feeling frustrated, disheartened, and confused, thereby hindering or even preventing learning. Cognitive psychologists call this mental effort used to process information and make decisions cognitive load, consisting of three components: 1) intrinsic load, referring to the inherent difficulty of a topic in relation to the learner’s expertise; 2) extraneous load, related to challenges imposed by the manner in which information is presented; and 3) germane load, referring to effort needed to process and combine ideas into long-term memory (Sweller 1988; Sweller et al. 1998; Paas et al. 2003). While intrinsic load is challenging to reduce, particularly for complex topics with multiple interacting components, extraneous and germane loads can be modified via careful instructional design. Importantly, if extraneous load is reduced, then more effort can be put toward deeper, long-term understanding (i.e., a higher germane load; Sweller et al. 1998; Paas et al. 2003).

One proven method to reduce extraneous cognitive load and enhance student learning is known as worked examples. In essence, worked examples represent an expert-constructed guide that provides in-depth, step-by-step explanations of how to solve a problem or perform a complex task. Note, however, that these examples do not simply tell students what to do; rather, they are carefully constructed guides that leverage a wealth of educational ideas that improve learning. The specific components of a worked example will be described in more detail in the next section, but those that are well-constructed have proven to be effective in enhancing learning and problem solving skills in a variety of scientific disciplines, including mathematics (e.g., Sweller and Cooper 1985; Carroll 1994; Nathan et al. 1994), physics (e.g., Chi and Bassok 1989; Atkinson et al. 2000; van Gog et al. 2011), engineering (e.g., Chandler and Sweller 1991; Moreno et al. 2009; Barnes et al. 2011), chemistry (e.g., Crippen and Brooks 2009; Hesser and Gregory 2015), and statistics (e.g., Paas 1992; Quilici and Mayer 1996).

To the author’s knowledge, there has yet to be a published study demonstrating the effect of implementing a worked examples–centric course pedagogy in the field of atmospheric science. Given the strong student preference to learn from examples (particularly real-world examples; e.g., Roebber 2005) and the need to reduce extraneous cognitive load for novice learners performing complex tasks, the worked example pedagogy is a natural fit for teaching atmospheric dynamics. The goal of this article is to describe the creation and implementation of the worked examples pedagogy at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, as well as the subsequent impact it had on student performance.

| Table 1. Summary statistics of categories of assessment for Dynamics I and II, comparing students subject to lecture or the worked examples (WE) pedagogy. |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
|                             | Final course grade          | Final exam score            | Midterm exams               | Homework                    | Quizzes                     |
|                             | Lecture WE                  | Lecture WE                  | Lecture WE                  | Lecture WE                  | Lecture WE                  |
| Dynamics I                  |                             |                             |                             |                             |                             |
| Average                     | 72.32  79.91                | 63.17  78.08                | 67.75  75.85                | 77.57  82.88                | 70.12  80.16                |
| Median                      | 70.70  80.07                | 61.25  77.44                | 66.25  75.00                | 80.93  86.50                | 69.69  79.38                |
| Std dev                     | 11.06  10.68                | 21.06  13.37                | 11.32  13.45                | 12.83  13.44                | 11.34  11.79                |
| Dynamics II                 |                             |                             |                             |                             |                             |
| Average                     | 74.64  78.57                | 69.75  65.07                | 72.23  71.75                | 80.17  88.58                | 74.28  75.70                |
| Median                      | 76.04  78.86                | 71.00  66.00                | 73.25  68.63                | 82.91  91.26                | 74.38  78.29                |
| Std dev                     | 7.98  10.64                 | 12.56  15.24                | 11.11  14.64                | 9.96  12.46                 | 12.42  12.24                |
CONSTRUCTING WORKED EXAMPLES.

The specific format of a worked example can vary, yet care must be taken to ensure that their structure and composition work to reduce cognitive load and allow learning to take place. Perhaps one of the most important considerations is to ensure that relevant information is visually combined; examples that split students’ attention between different sources of information, thus requiring more work to mentally integrate them, are much less effective (e.g., Chandler and Sweller 1991; Sweller et al. 2011). Instead, it is recommended to visually integrate problem statements, equations, and diagrams, which has been shown to reduce extraneous cognitive load (e.g., Ward and Sweller 1990; Sweller 1994; Atkinson et al. 2000).

To support the learning process, it is naturally important for a worked example to contain a clear structure and reasoning behind the steps shown, as well as explicit identification of the relevant concept to prevent inaccurate assumptions. Coherent and logical flow to the discussion, as well as enumerating or annotating subgoals needed along the way, is required to reduce extraneous load (e.g., Catrambone 1994; Atkinson et al. 2000). Together, this provides expert-rooted schema for students to adhere to, as opposed to allowing them to develop incorrect or unphysical frameworks.

Another key component lies in asking the student to actively engage with the example. Namely, a worked example should be interspersed with self-explanation prompts, whereby students are asked targeted questions throughout the example that are designed to force readers to critically examine the given scenario (e.g., explaining why a particular step was taken or assumption was made), as well as target and correct common misunderstandings and misconceptions. Including questions that provide opportunities for students to complete small steps of the problem also encourage self-explanation. A wealth of previous research has shown that self-explanation results in enhanced problem-solving.

**Worked Example #20—Pressure Coordinates #1**

Directions: Study the example problem below and answer the questions regarding how it is solved.

**Problem statement:** The weather balloon launched in Norman, Oklahoma ($\phi = 35.22^\circ$N; indicated by the star on image below) is closely surrounded by 4 other launch locations; it is roughly equidistant between Lamont, Oklahoma and Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas (~220 km from each) and roughly equidistant between Little Rock, Arkansas and Amarillo, Texas (~435 km from each). Each of those four locations collected the geopotential height at which 500 hPa occurred (numbers labeled on map below). Using this information, what is the magnitude and direction of the 500 hPa geostrophic wind in Norman?

![Map showing locations and geopotential heights](image)

**Strategy:** Up until now, we have described the atmosphere using equations with height as the vertical coordinate. However, in meteorology, we routinely examine the state of the atmosphere with various isobaric maps, which display observations (or model data) collected at several different pressure levels. Thus, it is instructive to convert some of our equations from height coordinates to pressure coordinates. In this example we are interested in the geostrophic wind on a pressure surface, which arises out of the horizontal momentum equation:

$$\frac{d\vec{V}}{dt} = -\nabla_p \Phi - f\hat{k} \times \vec{V}$$

$$\vec{V}_p = \frac{f}{j} \times \nabla_p \Phi$$

The subscript $p$ reminds us that we are on a pressure surface. The symbol $\Phi$ represents geopotential, which is the work required to raise a unit mass a distance $dz$ above sea level. This quantity is related to the actual height of a pressure surface above mean sea level; geopotential height is defined as $Z = \Phi / g$. Note that $Z$ is approximately equal to geometric height ($z$). Thus, the above equations can also be written as:

$$\frac{d\vec{V}}{dt} = -g\nabla_p Z - f\hat{k} \times \vec{V}$$

$$\vec{V}_p = \frac{f}{j} \times \nabla_p Z$$

Since we are given information about the geopotential height at which 500 hPa occurred, we will need to use the latter form of geostrophic wind equation.

**Fig. 1.** Problem statement and strategy for a sample worked example.
skills, as well as improvement in overall learning (e.g., Chi and Bassok 1989; Chi et al. 1994; Nathan et al. 1994; Atkinson et al. 2000, 2003; Crippen and Earl 2007).

Exposing students to multiple examples of each concept, particularly those that contain varying degrees of complexity, is further beneficial for students (e.g., Quilici and Mayer 1996; Atkinson et al. 2000). Similarly, pairing each worked example with practice problems for students to solve on their own further enhances their learning. Numerous studies have shown that the use of such an example–problem pair promotes more effective learning (e.g., Sweller and Cooper 1985; Cooper and Sweller 1987; Carroll 1994; Mwangi and Sweller 1998; Atkinson et al. 2003; van Gog et al. 2011).

To illustrate how some of these recommended components are combined, a sample worked example used in this study, demonstrating how to calculate geostrophic wind based on geopotential height data, is shown in Figs. 1–4. While this example is perhaps relatively simple, it does represent the first exposure for students to equations in the pressure coordinate system, thus providing a foundation for deeper and more complex applications (e.g., geostrophic adjustment leading to geostrophic equilibrium; Wampler et al. 1998; Persson 2002) covered elsewhere in the course in follow-up examples, in-class activities, or homework problems. Readers interested in viewing additional course materials are encouraged to contact the author.

Figure 1 illustrates the first page of the sample worked example, which includes a problem statement, relevant figure, and strategy to be employed in solving the problem. Note that this problem leverages real atmospheric data from upper-air radiosondes to make the analysis more authentic and rooted in reality for students; other examples used in this study have analyzed both routine weather data as well as data available from well-known events such as Hurricane Katrina or the Tri-State Tornado of 1925. Importantly, the problem statement is accompanied by an annotated map of the scenario, which should reduce extraneous cognitive load. Next, the stated strategy for this problem is designed to do a few things: 1) explicitly identify the relevant concept; 2) introduce the key equations (without a lengthy derivation); and 3) briefly explain the structure used to solve the problem moving forward. Figures 2 and 3 then explain step by step how the problem is solved and the individual calculations are made. Along the way, in this example, students respond to four self-explanation prompts, each promoting different critical thinking skills. For example,

**Calculation:**

- **Step 1:** Expand the geostrophic wind equation.
  - The isobaric geostrophic wind equation is given in its vector form; we need to expand it to determine the expressions for each geostrophic wind component. Once we find the individual wind components, these can then be combined later on to determine the magnitude and direction of $\mathbf{v}_g$.

- Taking the cross product of $\mathbf{v}_g = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \times \mathbf{v}_x \mathbf{Z}$ results in the following expressions for $u_g$ and $v_g$:

  $$ u_g = -\frac{g \partial Z}{f} $$

  $$ v_g = \frac{g \partial Z}{f} $$

- **Question 1:** Show how the result of the cross product for $\mathbf{v}_g$ produces the above equations for $u_g$ and $v_g$.

- **Step 2:** Determine the value of each component of the $u_g$ and $v_g$ equations.
  - Start with the components of $u_g$:
    - $g = 9.81 \text{ m/s}^2$
    - $f = 2\Omega \sin \phi = 2\Omega \sin 35.22^\circ = 8.41 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}$
    - $\partial Z = -90 \text{ m}$
    - $\partial y = 220000 \text{ m}$

- **Question 2:** Why is $\partial Z$ negative? Show how the value was computed, and specify which locations were used for the calculation.

- Next, the components of $v_g$:
  - $g = 9.81 \text{ m/s}^2$
  - $f = 8.41 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}$
  - $\partial Z = 140 \text{ m}$
  - $\partial x = 435000 \text{ m}$

**Fig. 2. Steps 1 and 2 of calculation for a sample worked example.**
question 1 asks students to flex their vector calculus skills by expanding the relevant equation (such tasks are emphasized throughout the course), while question 2 asks them to explain why a given value is negative (Fig. 2). Students are also asked to perform small calculations and provide physical context for the final answer (Fig. 3). This entire process importantly forces students to slow down and explain to themselves the procedure for solving the problem, rather than immediately trying to plug in numbers in an equation. Following completion of the worked example, students are given the opportunity to apply what they have learned in a related application problem, which also uses real atmospheric data (Fig. 4). Ideally, students would follow the same steps outlined in the worked example to solve the application problem.

COURSE IMPLEMENTATION. During the spring and fall semesters of 2017 and 2018 at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, out of a desire to improve student learning, the atmospheric dynamics course sequence was dramatically modified to be oriented around worked examples; previous offerings of the course sequence in 2014, 2015, and 2016 were oriented around lectures and detailed equation derivations during class. Note that while the worked examples were being written and developed before spring 2017, they were not included in any manner in the lecture-based offerings of the course. Over the course of the study, a total of 28 (25) students were taught using the traditional

- **Step 3**: Solve for the geostrophic wind components.
  - Now that we have each component of $u_g$ and $v_g$, we can plug them into our equations:
    
    $u_g = \frac{\rho_0}{f} \frac{\partial z}{\partial y} = \frac{9.81 \text{ m/s}^2}{8.41 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}} \left( \frac{-90 \text{ m}}{220000 \text{ m}} \right) = 23.86 \text{ m/s}$
    
    $v_g = \frac{\rho_0}{f} \frac{\partial z}{\partial x} = \frac{9.81 \text{ m/s}^2}{8.41 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1}} \left( \frac{140 \text{ m}}{435000 \text{ m}} \right) = 18.77 \text{ m/s}$

- **Step 4**: Calculate the magnitude and direction of $\vec{V}_g$.
  - Using the values for $u_g$ and $v_g$, we can then determine the magnitude and direction of $\vec{V}_g$:
    - $|\vec{V}_g| = 30.36 \text{ m/s}$, $\beta = 231.8^\circ$
  - **Question 3**: Show how the above calculation was made for the magnitude and direction.
  - **Question 4**: Does this wind speed and direction for $\vec{V}_g$ make physical sense? Draw a few geopotential height contours on the map below to convince yourself.

![Fig. 3. Steps 3 and 4 of calculation for a sample worked example.](image)

**Application—Problems to Try on Your Own**

Directions: Solve the following problem by applying the principles and steps outlined in the previous worked example.

1. The map below shows the 700 hPa geopotential height values in the southwestern U.S. Using the four upper-air observations surrounding Whipup, Utah ($\phi = 38.69^\circ$N; starred location on map below), determine the 700 hPa geostrophic wind, including its magnitude and direction. Note that the labeled distances represent the *full length* between the two connected locations. Convince yourself of your answer by drawing a few geopotential height contours on the map below.

![Fig. 4. Paired application problem for a sample worked example.](image)
To implement the worked examples pedagogy, each dynamics concept was converted into one or more worked examples, depending on its complexity or depth. For example, a more straightforward and/or familiar concept (i.e., introduced in prior courses) such as the pressure gradient force was associated with a single worked example, while a very complex concept such as quasigeostrophic theory had several worked examples assigned over multiple class periods. Students were assigned to complete one to two (usually one) worked examples before each class period (including the first day of class, where the pedagogical approach was motivated and discussed with students) and were also expected to read the related textbook section; the goal of this pre-class work was for students to construct a basic understanding of concepts and how they are used, allowing for more in-depth investigation during class (i.e., the “flipped classroom” approach; Lage et al. 2000; Bergmann and Sams 2009; Berrett 2012). This approach allows for more active learning activities in class that develop deeper learning (e.g., Prince 2004). Right before the start of each class period, the instructor checked each student’s example(s) to assign up to 10 points based on completeness; as long as a reasonable attempt was made to answer each question and work through the application problem, credit was given. Incomplete responses or unanswered questions resulted in partial credit. The vast majority of students frequently completed the assigned examples before class; the average worked example score across four semesters was 9.65 out of 10.

Each 75-min class period consisted of three components. First, a brief (3–5 min) summary of the main concept was given by the instructor (i.e., a mini lecture) to lay a proper foundation for the class period and to emphasize key points that students should understand. These key points, along with the relevant equations and any important visuals, were listed on a single sheet of paper handed out to students, called “crib notes.” Since there was no formal, extended lecture during class, these crib notes also provided space for additional notes as desired, and gave something concrete that could be quickly referenced by students as a study tool.

Next, a discussion of the assigned worked example is facilitated by the instructor; the scenario and relevant strategy were briefly summarized, followed by discussion of the steps taken to solve the problem, along with student responses from the self-explanation prompts. This component is typically very interactive among the students and between the students and instructor, with many students offering their answers, bringing up additional questions, drawing pictures or equations on the board (at times prompted or unprompted by the instructor), and debating among one another. Depending on the group dynamics and specific questions being discussed, the instructor’s role during this time can be more active (e.g., encouraging student responses or asking clarifying questions) or less active (e.g., allowing students to debate and struggle with the material). This back and forth among students and the instructor continues until all students feel comfortable with the worked example, including the associated application problem, typically taking 30–45 min. This interactive component is vital to implementing worked examples, as oral discussion, in combination with the visual information in the example, has been shown to further reduce extraneous cognitive load (Mousavi et al. 1995).

The final component taking up the remainder of the class period consists of students working on assigned in-class examples or activities, designed to solidify the key concept and provide additional depth and practice. These activities varied widely in terms of format and content, ranging from more application problems (exposing students to more complex or different types of problems on the same concept) to more theoretical applications, including derivations, consistent with students’ preferred learning style (Roebber 2005). Students regularly worked together during this portion of the class to support peer learning (e.g., Crouch and Mazur 2001), with the instructor walking around the room to answer questions and provide guidance as needed. As time permitted, discussion of the assigned activities was led by the instructor to ensure students felt comfortable with the material and its additional applications.

**STUDENT IMPACT.** *Course performance.* Implementing worked examples had a marked effect on student performance, as summarized in Table 1. Overall course grades notably improved for students taught via the worked examples pedagogy; on average, these students performed 4–7 percentage points better than students in the lecture sections. Examining the distribution of final course grades further demonstrates this clear shift, with a larger fraction of worked examples students receiving final grades above 80% (Fig. 5). It is also evident that implementing worked examples led to varying degrees of
improvement. For example, in Dynamics I, the bulk of students went from receiving grades in the 60s and 70s in the lecture sections to receiving grades in the 70s and 80s in the worked examples sections (Fig. 5a). In Dynamics II, however, the distribution shift is not as clean. Lecture-based students tended to have final grades in the 60s and 70s, while a more bimodal distribution was evident for worked examples students, with a plurality receiving final grades in the 60s even as a larger fraction of students received grades...
in the 80s and 90s (Fig. 5b). Indeed, a Welch’s $t$ test indicates that worked examples students in Dynamics I performed significantly better ($p = 0.014$) than the lecture students, while in Dynamics II the smaller average improvement was not significant ($p = 0.307$).

The final course grade, while informative in a bulk sense, encompasses a number of different types of assessments, so it is beneficial to examine the impact of implementing worked examples on various components of the course. Overall, using worked examples almost always resulted in higher average scores in every category of assessment (final exam, midterm exams, homework, and quizzes) in both semesters of dynamics (Table 1). Even so, the significance of

![Final Exam Grades: Dynamics I](image1)

**Averages**
Lecture: 63.17
WE: 78.08

![Final Exam Grades: Dynamics II](image2)

**Averages**
Lecture: 69.75
WE: 65.07

**Fig. 6.** As in Fig. 5, but for the distribution of final exam scores.
these changes varies with the category and with the semester of the course.

Performance on the final exam is perhaps the best measure of the effectiveness of the worked examples pedagogy; the exam is a cumulative assessment of all topics covered in a given semester, and importantly remained unchanged throughout this study (students were not handed back their final exam). Similar to the final course grades, the effect of worked examples was much more clear-cut in the Dynamics I final exam compared to Dynamics II. Indeed, students that learned from worked examples in Dynamics I performed nearly 15 percentage points higher on average on the final exam (statistically significant with \( p = 0.003 \); Table 1). However, these students tended to perform worse on the Dynamics II final exam compared to those in the lecture sections, though this difference is not statistically significant (\( p = 0.280 \)).

The distribution of final exam scores further illustrates the disparate effect of worked examples on the two halves of the course. In Dynamics I, there is a clear upward shift, with a larger fraction of students receiving scores in the 70s, 80s, and 90s and a smaller fraction receiving 40s, 50s, and 60s (Fig. 6a). In Dynamics II, however, a larger fraction of worked examples students received final exam grades in the 40s and 50s, thus contributing to the lower average (Fig. 6b). While there is not an obvious explanation for worked examples leading to poorer performance on the final exam, there are a couple of possibilities. For example, the content covered in Dynamics II is generally more difficult and multifaceted; complex topics (such as quasigeostrophic theory) are more challenging to condense into a limited number of well-constructed, well-explained examples. As a result, students could attain lesser or more incomplete understanding of those topics, thus not receiving the intended benefits. Another possibility is something known as the expertise reversal effect, wherein the supports provided by an instructional intervention technique (such as worked examples) become less effective or produce negative effects; with higher levels of incoming subject expertise, a more experienced learner can have a higher cognitive load trying to reconcile the provided guidance with their existing knowledge (Kalyuga et al. 2003). Notably, the worked examples pedagogy is designed with inexperienced learners in mind, so it may be that students do not need as much explicit support or guidance in the second half of the atmospheric dynamics course, since they have already learned many of the basics in Dynamics I. In either case, the author intends to modify and update the content and structure of the worked examples in the future to increase their efficacy for students.

In addition to the final exam, students were also assessed using two midterm exams. While these exams were modified over the course of this study, the changes were mostly superficial, with topical content and type of problems remaining the same. As shown in Table 1, worked examples students performed on average over 8 points better than the lecture students in Dynamics I; this improvement was statistically significant (\( p = 0.023 \)). In Dynamics II, performance was quite similar, with no significant difference (Table 1).

A series of homework assignments were given throughout each semester of the course, largely consisting of problem sets of similar format to the worked examples and application problems; however, equation derivations as well as detailed physical explanations were also a regular component of these assignments. Given this increased exposure to solving problems and guidance in using various math skills, students in the worked examples section performed 5–8 points higher on average on their homework assignments (Table 1). The effect was not significant (\( p = 0.148 \)) in Dynamics I but was significant in Dynamics II (\( p = 0.018 \)).

The final category of assessment for the course was a number of quizzes interspersed between the midterm and final exams, the format of which was similar to the exams, but much shorter in length. Thus, as in the results comparing exam performance, students subject to the worked examples method performed significantly better (10 points on average; \( p = 0.003 \)) on quizzes in Dynamics I but only slightly better (1.5 points on average; \( p = 0.704 \)) in Dynamics II.

It is clear that the introduction of worked examples provided a significant boost for students in enhancing their problem solving skills and overall learning of atmospheric dynamics. While the improvement was not universal across semesters or different categories of assessment, the overall effect was undoubtedly positive and beneficial for students.

**Student feedback.** Any time a new pedagogical approach is embraced in the classroom, it is necessary to assess student response to the changes to ensure it is viewed in a positive light, allowing for a smoother implementation and continued student buy-in. In the case of worked examples, students overwhelmingly supported its use in atmospheric dynamics. On end of semester evaluations throughout this study, students often mentioned enjoying and benefiting from the
collaborative nature of this pedagogical method. As one student stated,

Personally, I enjoy the structure of the class. Being able to work on problems during class more than listening to a lecture is best for learning for me. Then if a question does arise then everyone is able to ask you and get a personal answer.

Another student echoed a similar sentiment, finding that learning comes more easily via worked examples:

I like that we don’t have to sit and watch a teacher write a whole bunch of notes on the board because the class is interactive and we all work on the examples together. I find material easier to learn when we are doing examples than reading notes or the textbook.

However, some students found the constant need to prepare for class, on top of homework assignments and exams, to be a bit burdensome. Even so, they saw the value in their efforts:

Worked examples are a lot…but they are pretty effective at helping you learn the material and I think it works better for this course than lecture style.

While student opinion is not the ultimate measure of the effectiveness of a pedagogical technique, it is reassuring that such a drastic shift in course design did not result in student resistance or other shifts in motivation or participation.

**SUMMARY.** The worked examples pedagogy is an instructional approach that has proven to be effective in reducing cognitive load, thus allowing for more effort to be put into developing deeper long-term memory and understanding. Worked examples were constructed for each concept addressed in the two-semester atmospheric dynamics course sequence at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, and implemented during the spring and fall semesters in 2017 and 2018. A flipped classroom approach was used, where students were required to complete one to two examples and read the associated section of the textbook before each class period to familiarize themselves with the applications of a particular concept. In-class time was then primarily used to discuss the assigned example(s) and work on additional problems, diving deeper with other applications and theory.

On average, students learning atmospheric dynamics via worked examples performed better than those learning via lecture in nearly every category of assessment in both Dynamics I and II; many of these improvements were statistically significant, particularly for Dynamics I (Table 1). Even so, the complex and multifaceted material associated with the second half of the course was challenging to condense into effective worked examples, potentially contributing to poorer performance on the final exam. Furthermore, increased experience with dynamics may have resulted in the examples being less effective for students in Dynamics II, thus hindering their learning (i.e., the expertise reversal effect). Work is ongoing to make improvements to account for these issues.

Readers should be encouraged that students greatly valued the worked examples approach. They were particularly appreciative of the more interactive nature of the class, strongly preferring it over lecture, as well as being able to see explicit examples of how dynamical equations and processes manifest in the real atmosphere. Finally, while this pedagogical method was applied to teaching atmospheric dynamics, it is hoped that others will be inspired to implement it in other quantitatively intensive courses that they teach. Those interested in seeing additional sample worked examples and course materials are encouraged to contact the author.
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